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NEWS RELEASE – March 4, 2021

Blue Sky Uranium Engages US-Based Investor Relations Advisory Firm
Vancouver, BC / CNW / March 4, 2021 / Blue Sky Uranium Corp. (TSX-V: BSK, FSE: MAL2; OTC: BKUCF),
"Blue Sky" or the "Company") is pleased to announce that it has retained RB Milestone Group LLC (“RBMG”) to
provide corporate communications advisory, non-deal roadshow advisory, market intelligence advisory, and
business referrals to the management team of the Company. RBMG has been engaged for a term of 12 months at
a monthly fee of US$7,937. RBMG is at arm’s length to the Company. The agreement is subject to regulatory
approval.
About RB Milestone Group LLC
Founded in 2009, RBMG is a US-based corporate communications firm that specializes in investor relations
advisory with offices in New York City and Stamford, Connecticut. RBMG's US advisory practice delivers investor
relations programs tailor-made for emerging companies that are private and publicly traded on the NYSE, NASDAQ,
OTC, TSX, TSXV, CSE, ASX and AIM. RBMG refines communications strategies, weighs data and advises clients
on how to penetrate new markets. It helps clients target and secure relationships with niche US stakeholders and
key industry strategics globally. Utilizing digital techniques, artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning, RBMG
has developed methods that improve traditional client IR initiatives to maximize ROI. RBMG is not a registered
investment advisor or broker-dealer. www.rbmilestone.com

About Blue Sky Uranium Corp.
Blue Sky Uranium Corp. is a leader in uranium discovery in Argentina. The Company's objective is to deliver
exceptional returns to shareholders by rapidly advancing a portfolio of surficial uranium deposits into low-cost
producers, while respecting the environment, the communities, and the cultures in all the areas in which we work.
Blue Sky has the exclusive right to properties in two provinces in Argentina. The Company’s flagship Amarillo
Grande Project was an in-house discovery of a new district that has the potential to be both a leading domestic
supplier of uranium to the growing Argentine market and a new international market supplier. The Company is a
member of the Grosso Group, a resource management group that has pioneered exploration in Argentina since
1993.

ON BEHALF OF THE BOARD
“Nikolaos Cacos”
______________________________________
Nikolaos Cacos, President, CEO and Director
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Neither TSX Venture Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that term is defined in policies of the TSX Venture Exchange) accepts
responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release.
This news release may contain forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements address future events and conditions and therefore involve
inherent risks and uncertainties. All statements, other than statements of historical fact, that address activities, events or developments the Company
believes, expects or anticipates will or may occur in the future, including, without limitation, statements about the Company’s plans for its mineral
properties; the Company’s business strategy, plans and outlooks; the future financial or operating performance of the Company; and future exploration
and operating plans are forward-looking statements.
Forward-looking statements are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties that may cause the actual results of the Company to differ materially from
those discussed in the forward-looking statements and, even if such actual results are realized or substantially realized, there can be no assurance that
they will have the expected consequences to, or effects on, the Company. Factors that could cause actual results or events to differ materially from current
expectations include, among other things: the impact of COVID-19; risks and uncertainties related to the ability to obtain, amend, or maintain licenses,
permits, or surface rights; risks associated with technical difficulties in connection with mining activities; and the possibility that future exploration,
development or mining results will not be consistent with the Company’s expectations. Actual results may differ materially from those currently anticipated
in such statements. Readers are encouraged to refer to the Company's public disclosure documents for a more detailed discussion of factors that may
impact expected future results. The Company undertakes no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements, unless required
pursuant to applicable laws.

